Introduction
On 12 July 2002, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1422 Resolution (2002 , requesting the International Criminal Court (ICC) to refrain from initiating investigations or proceedings related to peacekeepers of non-states parties to the Statute, while reaffirming its intention to 'renew the request . . . under the same conditions each 1 July for further 12-month periods . . . '. 1 This compromise has dissolved the threat of a US veto against future United Nations peacekeeping operations. Furthermore, it represents a significant retreat from the initial US demand for permanent immunity of US military personnel within the framework of peacekeeping operations. But many critical questions remain. The resolution sends Due to the lack of support for its proposal to obtain immunity for peacekeepers, the US vetoed the renewal of the Bosnian mandate on 30 June 2002 and suggested that it would cease paying its 25% share of the UN peacekeeping operations budget. 5 One of the most far-reaching precedents is SC Res. 748 (1992) , in which the Council determined that 'the failure by the Libyan Government to demonstrate by concrete actions its renunciation of terrorism and in particular its continued failure to respond fully and effectively to the requests in resolution 731 (1992) constitute a threat to international peace and security.' See para. 7 of the preamble of SC Res. 748 (1992) of 31 March 1992, UN. Doc. S/RES/748 (1992) . For a survey of the practice of the Council, see Frowein, 'On Article 39', in B. Simma (ed.), Charter of the United Nations (1994) , at 610. 6 See Bothe and Dörschel, 'The UN Peacekeeping Experience', in D. Fleck (ed.) , The Law of Visiting Forces (2001) 487, at 491-492. the message that peacekeepers from non-state parties to the Statute are more equal before the law than peacekeepers from state parties, because they benefit from a 12-month exemption from war crimes and other charges under the Statute. Such an exception breaks with the non-discriminatory character of international criminal law and is certainly not in keeping with the treaty regime of the ICC, which has jurisdiction over nationals of third states.
2 Every state may prosecute the crimes committed by foreign nationals on its territory, irrespective of their nationality. It is difficult to see why a different rule should apply to the ICC, which exercises its powers on the basis of the delegated territorial jurisdiction of its member states. 3 Security Council members argue that the deal reached on 12 July 2002 was necessary in order to counter the US threats to block the collective security system of the Charter. While that threat was indeed troubling, 4 the disturbing precedent set by SC Resolution 1422 (2002 is no less troubling. The application of this resolution leaves many uncertainties, which make it unlikely that the compromise of 12 July 2002 will, in fact, mark the final say in the dispute over the immunity of US servicemen from the jurisdiction of the ICC. Resolution 1422 Resolution (2002 was approved unanimously by the Council and was based on Chapter VII of the Charter. However, it is doubtful how the exemption of peacekeepers from the jurisdiction of the ICC may be linked to a threat to the peace within the meaning of Article 39 of the Charter, which is a pre-requisite for the application of Chapter VII. It is well known that the Council has adopted a very broad interpretation of the notion of threat to the peace. 5 Nevertheless, the establishment of immunities on the basis of Article 39 of the Charter marks a novelty in the practice of the Council. Immunities and privileges of peacekeepers have so far been defined by Status-ofMission Agreements concluded between the territorial state and the United Nations, but not directly under Chapter VII of the Charter. 6 Although the Council did not go so 7 It does not come as a surprise that such an understanding of the notion of threat to the peace has encountered criticism by several states in a public hearing of 10 July on a draft of Resolution 1422 (2002) . See the statements of New Zealand, Canada and Mexico at the 4568th meeting of the Security Council on 10 July 2002, UN. Doc. SC/7445/Rev.1. The full wording of the statements is available at http://www.iccnow.org. far as to qualify the potential prosecution of peacekeepers by the ICC as such as a threat to the peace, its determinations in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the preamble of Resolution 1422 (2002) come close to such a finding. Only a very general link to Article 39 of the Charter may be derived from paragraph 6 of the preamble to the resolution, where the Council points out that peacekeeping operations are usually 'deployed to maintain or restore international peace and security'. Far more significant is the Council's reference to 'the interests of international peace and security to facilitate Member States' ability to contribute to operations established or authorized by the United Nations Security Council' in paragraph 7 of the preamble, which illustrates the curiosity of the argument: the threat to the peace seems to be based less on the existence of a specific conflict situation than on the potential inability of the United Nations to address future threats without US military personnel. Such an assumption raises serious concerns, because it ultimately implies that the noncontribution of troops to United Nations peacekeeping operations is in itself a threat to the peace. Any generalization of this principle would render Article 39 borderless.
The Link to Chapter VII

7
The only plausible argument which might be employed to justify the invocation of Chapter VII is that the adoption of Resolution 1422 (2002) was closely linked to the extension of the mandate of the UN military presence in Bosnia, 8 and that it does not make a difference in substance, whether its content is drafted once and for all in general terms or incorporated individually in every resolution establishing or authorizing a United Nations peacekeeping operation. Nevertheless, this argument does not provide a satisfying answer to the more far-reaching question as to what extent the exemption of peacekeeping personnel from criminal jurisdiction lies in the interests of the maintenance of peace and security in a given conflict situation.
Finally, US forces were not even exposed to a concrete 'threat of prosecution' by the ICC at the time of adoption of the resolution. The UN statistics on troop-contributions to peacekeeping missions reveal that the ICC lacked jurisdiction over US military personnel involved in peacekeeping operations deployed in July 2002 because US troops were either stationed in states not parties to the ICC Statute or subject to the primary jurisdiction of the ICTY.
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See para. 1 of SC Res. 1422 Res. (2002 .
11
See on the international legal personality of the ICC, Lüder, 'The Legal Nature of the International Criminal Court and the Emergence of Supranational Elements in International Criminal Justice ', International Review of the Red Cross, No. 845, 79. 12 For further discussion, see Section 4B.
The Interplay between the Council's Request and the Rome Statute
Even more controversial is the relationship between the operative part of SC Resolution 1422 (2002 and the Rome Statute. The legal construction of the resolution reveals some of the difficulties that its drafters encountered in the negotiating process. Although the resolution was based on Chapter VII, its para. 1 was not drafted in the form of a binding 'decision', but as a 'request' to the ICC.
10 This approach may be explained by two factors: first, the fact that the Court enjoys its own, independent legal personality under Article 4 of the Rome Statute 11 and is therefore not directly bound by resolutions of the Council addressed to United Nations Member States; 12 second, the obvious intention of the members of the Council to bring the text of the resolution into compliance with the wording of Article 16 of the Statute, which expressly speaks of a 'request' in a resolution adopted under Chapter VII. This construction suggests that the legal obligations of the Court do not arise from the determinations of the Council but from the legal framework of the Statute, which imposes a deferral of investigations or prosecutions in the case of a Security Council request under Article 16 of the Statute.
The troublesome development is that the interpretation of Article 16 in SC Resolution 1422 (2002) is not identical with that reflected in the Rome Statute. The wording of the resolution itself is based on the understanding that the compromise adopted on 12 July 2002 meets the requirements of the Statute. This follows clearly from paragraph 1 of SC Resolution 1422 (2002 , which makes reference to a request 'consistent with the provisions of Article 16 of the Rome Statute'. This clause can only be interpreted in the sense that the Council considers its resolution to be consistent with the Statute. But the interpretation of the Council is not necessarily an authoritative interpretation of the Statute. On the contrary, a closer look at the history and context of Article 16 reveals that it is highly questionable whether the reading of the provision in Resolution 1422 (2002) (2002) is based on the assumption that a request under Article 16 of the Rome Statute may be made in generic terms, even in the absence of a specific conflict between the diverging interests of justice and the maintenance of peace and security in a concrete situation. Such an interpretation may be compatible with the wording of Article 16, which simply states that no investigation or prosecution may be commenced or proceeded with after a deferral 13 See also the statements of New Zealand and Canada at the hearing of 10 July 2002. Furthermore, The Permanent Representative of Germany at the United Nations noted: 'It is the strong belief of Germany that -beyond the case-by-case possibilities clearly contained in 14 But, in particular, the flabby expression 'being dealt with' has come under criticism in the Preparatory Committee, because it seemed to imply the Council could bar the exercise of jurisdiction of the ICC by merely putting a given situation on its agenda.
15 It was therefore replaced by a proposal submitted by Singapore, which was guided by the intention to limit the suspension of the jurisdiction of the ICC to cases in which the Council requests the Court not to initiate or continue specific proceedings. 16 The Singapore text read: '[n]o investigation or prosecution may be commenced or proceeded with under this Statute where the Security Council has, acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, given direction to that effect.' 17 This proposal was later amended by a proposal of Costa Rica, which required a 'formal and specific decision' of the Security Council, 18 and a British proposal, which replaced the word 'direction' by 'request' 19 and became the basis of the current Article 16 of the Statute. The purpose of this provision is quite clear. It was negotiated to enable the Council to delay the exercise of jurisdiction by the ICC in situations in which the resolution of a specific conflict warrants a deferral of prosecution. Perhaps the most classical example is the suspension or omission of 20 Art. 15(6) states: 'If, after the preliminiary examination referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2, the Prosecutor concludes that the information provided does not constitute a reasonable basis for an investigation, he or she shall inform those who provided the information' (emphasis added). The stage of preliminary examinations is further described in Art. 15(2) of the Statute, which provides that the Prosecutor 'may seek additional information from States, organs of the United Nations, intergovernmental or non-governmental organizations, or other reliable sources that he or she deems appropriate, and may receive written or oral testimony at the Seat of the Court.'
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The expression '[n]o investigation . . . may be commenced' in Art. 16 is visibly linked to Art. 15(4), which provides: 'If the Pre-Trial Chamber, upon examination of the request and the supporting material, considers that there is a reasonable basis to proceed with an investigation, and that the case appears to fall within the jurisdiction of the Court, it shall authorize the commencement of the investigation, without prejudice to subsequent determinations by the Court with regard to the jurisdiction and admissibility of a case' (emphasis added).
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See Bergsmo and Pejic, supra note 15, at 379, para. 15. 'It may not be concluded, however, that by referring to both "investigation" and "'prosecution", article 16 extends the Security Council's deferral power to the totality of activities of the Prosecutor . . . Among the steps which the Prosecutor can take before an investigation starts are seeking "information from States, organs of the United Nations, proceedings that might destabilize peace negotiations. But Article 16 was certainly not meant to provide a basis for the immunity of a whole group of actors in advance and irrespective of any concrete risk of indictment or prosecution.
Furthermore, a systematic interpretation of the provision under the Statute lends support to the view that it was merely supposed to serve as a basis for a case-by-case deferral by the Council. In particular, the specific position of Article 16 in the Statute indicates that the Council may only bar the exercise of jurisdiction by the Court once a concrete 'investigation' or 'prosecution' is taking place. Articles 13, 14 and 15 of the Statute determine that investigations may be initiated by the Prosecutor upon the referral of a situation either by a state party to the Statute or the Security Council, or by a proprio motu action of the Prosecutor. The fact that Article 16 was inserted after, and not before Articles 14 and 15, illustrates that the deferral request was not conceived as an instrument of preventive action for the Council, but requires instead the initiation of specific ICC proceedings. Any action of the Prosecutor presupposes, at least, the existence of a situation, which may give rise to investigations or prosecutions. The logical sequence underlying the functioning of the Court under Articles 13 to 16 of the Statute is that such a situation must exist before the Council may make a request under Article 16.
The authority of the Council under Article 16 to bar even the 'commencement' of 'investigations' does not provide a more extensive basis for preventive action. The initiation of investigations is not the first stage of proceedings conducted under the auspices of the Prosecutor. On the contrary, it may be inferred from Article 15(6) that the Statute formally distinguishes the stage of investigations from 'preliminary examinations' 20 undertaken by the Prosecutor in the period before the Pre-Trial Chamber's authorization under Article 15(4). 21 The powers of the Council to block the commencement of 'investigations' under Article 16 can therefore only be interpreted in the sense that the Council may defer investigations conducted by the Prosecutor after the Pre-Trial Chamber's authorization under Article 15(4), but shall not intervene in the activities of the Court before that stage. The US Draft Resolution of 19 June 2002 operated on the principle that immunity was the rule, which could only be lifted by a waiver of either the contributing state or the Security Council. The proposal read as follows: 'The Security Council . . . [a] cting under Chapter VII of the Charter, 1. Decides that Member States contributing personnel participating in operations established or authorized by the UN Security Council to promote the pacific settlement of disputes or to maintain or restore international peace and security shall have the responsibility to investigate crimes with respect to which they have jurisdiction and, as appropriate, prosecute offenses alleged to have been committed by their nationals in connection with the operation; 2. Decides that persons of or from contributing states acting in connection with such operations shall enjoy in the territory of all Member States other than the contributing State immunity from arrest, detention, and prosecution with respect to all acts arising out of the operation and that this immunity shall continue after termination of their participation in the operation for all such acts; 3. Decides that the contributing state may waive such immunity whenever and to the extent that, in its judgment, the interests of justice will be served; 4. Decides further that in the absence of a waiver by the SC Resolution 1422 (2002) seeks to avoid a conflict between its own terms and the case-by-case approach enshrined in the Statute by noting that no investigation or prosecution shall be commenced or proceeded with 'if a case arises involving current or former officials or personnel from a contributing State not a Party to the Rome Statute.'
23 But this compromise does not solve the problem because it does not address the main concern, which is that the request itself is made ex ante and only linked to a hypothetical case.
B The Quasi-permanent Nature of the Deferral
Further ambiguities arise from para. 2 of SC Resolution 1422 (2002), in which the Council '[e]xpresses the intention to renew the request in paragraph 1 under the same conditions each 1 July for further 12-month periods for as long as may be necessary'. The 'intent clause' conflicts with the general conception of Article 16 as a temporary bar to the activity of the Court after a deferral request of the Council. Article 16 of the Statute states that a request is limited to a 12-month period, but renewable under the same conditions. The Statute does not determine how many times the request may be repeated. The Council could therefore formally uphold its request indefinitely. However, the 12-month limitation as such makes it clear that the creation of a permanent exception to the exercise of jurisdiction by the Court on the basis of Article 16 was not envisaged by the drafters of the Statute, even though the number of renewals was not specifically limited. 24 The original proposal made by the US in the preliminary stages of the drafting of SC Resolution 1422 (2002) majority of states. 26 The search for a compromise addressing the concerns of both sides has led to the adoption of the formula contained in paragraph 2 of SC Resolution 1422 (2002), which requires an annual renewal of the request by an affirmative vote of at least nine of the 15 Security Council members, including all permanent members, but highlights at the same time the Council's expressed intention to do so 'each 1 July . . . for as long as may be necessary'.
This approach is formally in line with Article 16 of the Statute because the granting of immunity depends on a new request each year. However, it does not need much wisdom to tell where its shortcomings lie. Both the obligation of the Council to put the issue on its agenda and the factual pressure on its members to renew the deal make it rather obvious that the solution enshrined in paragraph 2 of SC Council Resolution 1422 (2002) entails de facto much more than a provisional limitation on the powers of the ICC.
27 Furthermore, the concrete legal significance of the 'intention clause' itself is ambiguous. The clause appears to be unprecedented in the practice of the Council. It goes beyond the usual finding of the Council to 'remain seized of the matter'. Finally, the greatest paradox of the 'intent clause' is that it seems to invite state parties to the Statute, which are at the same time members of the Council, to regularly reapprove a legal instrument that runs counter to the objectives of the Rome Statute.
C SC Resolution 1422 (2002) and Other Provisions of the Statute
The proposed exemption of peacekeepers from proceedings before the ICC conflicts not only with Article 16 but also with several other provisions of the Statute.
Article 12(2) of the Statute
The envisaged creation of a permanent immunity for peacekeepers on the basis of paragraph 1 of SC Resolution 1422 (2002) establishes a distinction between individuals from state parties and third states that is not provided for under the jurisdictional regime of the ICC. Article 12(2) of the Statute, which was at the heart of discussions until the very last hours of the Rome Conference, stipulates that the Court operates on the basis of two alternative bases of jurisdiction: the jurisdictional nexus of the nationality of the accused and territorial jurisdiction. The request under paragraph 1 of SC Resolution 1422 (2002) severely limits the territorial jurisdiction of the Court for a specific group of persons, namely peacekeepers from non-state parties to the Statute, if it is practised on a permanent rather than on a provisional basis by the Council. Although such a limitation does not have a severe impact on the functioning of the Court in terms of numbers, it is nevertheless troubling, because it calls into question the jurisdictional reach of the Court. The territorial jurisdiction of states over foreign nationals may be limited in the field of peacekeeping 29 because peacekeepers usually enjoy privileges and immunities through two types of agree- ments concluded by the United Nations for each peacekeeping mission: a Status-ofForces Agreement (SOFA) with the host country, which accords exclusive criminal jurisdiction to the troop-contributing state in the case of military personnel 30 and a Troop Contribution Agreement between the UN and the sending state, which specifies that peacekeeping personnel shall enjoy the privileges and immunities accorded in the SOFA 31 and be tried for criminal offences by the sending state. 32 But this practice does not per se limit the jurisdiction of the ICC. The approach reflected in the Statute is clearly that the ICC has jurisdiction over peacekeepers committing crimes under the Statute on the territory of a contracting party. The Statute treats the problem of the immunity of peacekeepers under the heading of cooperation and surrender of persons to the Court (Art. 98), 33 but not as an issue of jurisdiction. 34 The introduction of an additional, quasi-permanent bar to the exercise of jurisdiction over peacekeepers on the basis of Art. 16 is therefore a critical step, which does not fit within the overall structure of the Statute. Perhaps the only comfort lies in the fact that by pushing for the adoption of Resolution 1422 (2002) the US has incidentally recognized that the jurisdiction of the ICC extends to nationals of third states.
Article 27 of the Statute
The exemption of peacekeepers from proceedings before the ICC is also difficult to reconcile with Article 27 of the Statute which rules out immunities based on official capacity. 35 It is quite clear that peacekeepers do not enjoy immunity from crimes 36
The traditional thinking was that international humanitarian law did not even apply to United Nations peacekeepers because they were not deemed parties to a conflict. But the prevailing view today is that international humanitarian law applies to United Nations operations when they are engaged in hostilities. The original position of the United Nations was to encourage peacekeepers to observe the 'principles and spirit' of international law, but to deny that they were bound by such standards. However, as peacekeepers became more involved in using force within the framework of United Nations missions, the ICRC and others began to advocate that international humanitarian law applied to peacekeepers when they used force and became a party to the conflict, and to identify which rules applied to peacekeepers. In 1999, Secretary-General Annan issued guidelines that helped clarify the UN position on the question of the applicability of international humanitarian law to peacekeepers. These guidelines establish that the 'fundamental principles and rules of international humanitarian law . within the jurisdiction of the Court under the rules of the Rome Statute. 36 The basic rule is that if peacekeepers operate on the territory of a contracting party, they may generally be prosecuted by the ICC. 37 This may be derived from the drafting history of the Statute and Article 27.
The issue, whether peacekeepers are immune from the jurisdiction of the ICC, has been discussed in the negotiations before the Rome Conference. France had originally proposed the inclusion of a provision in the Statute, which exempted peacekeepers from international criminal responsibility. The proposal was contained in Article 26 (2) Although peacekeepers are not formally listed as persons with 'official capacity' in Article 27(1) sentence 2, they obviously fall under this category. The general rule enunciated in Article 27(1) sentence 1 is that all persons with 'official capacity' shall be treated equally in the sense that the nature of their capacity does not exempt them from their individual criminal responsibility under international law. Furthermore, the term 'official capacity' refers to activities which are carried out by the organs of a state, or at least attributable to a state. 41 These features are clearly met by military personnel. Moreover, the fact that peacekeeping forces may enjoy immunity under SOFA agreements with the host state is irrelevant because Article 27(2) reaffirms that such international agreements do not bar the jurisdiction of the Court. On the contrary, the general system of the Statute is again that bi-or multi-lateral agreements providing for immunity may prevent the ICC from ordering a request for surrender of persons under Article 98, but that they do not categorically exclude their individual criminal responsibility under the Statute.
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One might be tempted to argue that paragraph 1 of the Security Council Resolution does not call into question the principles enshrined in the Statute because it leaves states the power to try peacekeepers on the basis of their national jurisdiction. Some indications in this direction may be found in paragraph 5 of the preamble of the resolution, in which the Council notes 'that States not Party to the Rome Statute will continue to fulfil their responsibilities in their national jurisdictions in relation to international crimes.' But the reference to domestic mechanisms of prosecution is only of limited value under the Statute. The exclusive reliance on the jurisdiction of the troop-contributing state within the framework of United Nations peacekeeping operations has so far been justified by the fact that there was no independent international institution to deal effectively with these abuses. 43 The object and purpose of the Statute is to close this gap through the establishment of a novel and independent law enforcement mechanism with jurisdiction over peacekeepers. 
The Effect of SC Resolution 1422 (2002)
The multiple inconsistencies between SC Resolution 1422 (2002) and the Rome Statute raise the questions about whether and to what extent the determinations of the Security Council prevail over the provisions of the Statute. The answer to this question mainly depends on two factors: (1) the authority of the Council to adopt a resolution that runs counter to provisions of the Statute, and (2) its binding effect on the Court.
A The Legality of Security Council Resolution 1422 (2002)
The Council is not bound by the provisions of the Rome Statute. Its authority to adopt SC Resolution 1422 (2002) must therefore be assessed on the basis of its Chapter VII powers under the Charter.
SC Resolution 1422 (2002) and the Chapter VII Powers of the Council
Although the Council enjoys broad freedom of judgement concerning action under Chapter VII, it is not above the law. In discharging its functions, the Council is expressly bound by the restrictions laid down in Articles 1(1) and 24 of the Charter, namely the duty to act in accordance with the 'purposes and principles of the Organization'. 46 Furthermore, a strong case can be made that a decision of the Council taken in violation of the Charter is not binding upon UN member states, because Members of the United Nations have only agreed 'to accept and carry out . . . decisions of the Security Council in accordance with the . . . Charter' (Article 25 of the Charter). 47 This position finds support, in particular, in the Advisory Opinion of the ICJ in the Admissions case, where the Court held that '[t]he political character of an organ cannot release it from the observance of treaty provisions established by the Charter, when they constitute limitations on its powers or criteria for its judgment.' 49 Moreover, the Permanent Representative of Canada emphasized at the same meeting that the 'adoption of the resolutions currently circulating could place Canada and, we expect, others in the unprecedented position of having to examine the legality of a Security Council resolution.' 50 However, this ultra vires claim is difficult to justify in legal terms. The Council's wide interpretation of Article 39 of the Charter would hardly suffice to establish that SC Resolution 1422 (2002) has no basis in the Charter. While it is critical to invoke Chapter VII in a situation in which the threat to peace stems primarily from the declared intent of a Council member not to support future UN peacekeeping operations, the determination of a given situation as a threat to the peace remains in substance a political decision which lies at the heart of the Council's discretion and should not be subject to review by individual UN Member States. 52 But this is obviously not the case because para. 1 of the resolution refers only to proceedings before the ICC, leaving the whole system of national prosecution of peacekeepers for core crimes under the Statute unaffected. 53 Moreover, there is no rule of customary international law which would require that peacekeepers be brought before an international jurisdiction. This provision makes it clear that France and the United Kingdom remain bound by the general principles of the CFSP, when acting in the Council. But the disclaimer clause ('without prejudice to their responsibilities under the provisions of the United Nations Charter') clarifies that they continue to enjoy political discretion in their decision-making process in the Council. 63 They are, in particular, not obliged to veto any Security Council resolution, which runs counter to the goals of the CFSP. 64 The Rome Statute, however, does not contain a similar disclaimer. Does this mean that its contracting parties may not act contrary to the terms of the Statute when they adopt decisions in their capacity as members of the Council?
The answer is yes, if one takes the position that the provisions of the Statute contain an accurate and conclusive reflection of the powers of the Council under the 65 See in this sense P. Arnold, Der UNO-Sicherheitsrat und die Verfolgung von Individuen (1999) , at 176, who argues that the 12-month deferral under Art. 16 of the Statute is consistent with Art. 103 of the Charter because it reflects the position of the broad majority of states as to when a deferral of ICC procceedings by the Council is proportional under Chapter VII of the Charter. See also Zimmermann, supra note 16, at 236 ('It is worth noting that the powers of the Security Council to act under Chapter VII of the Charter have thereby for the first time been limited in an international instrument, since the Security Council would eventually by virtue of article 16 of the Statute of the ICC be forced to renew any such request for deferral but could not provide for a deferral sine die').
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The duty to act in accordance with the Statute does not collide with an obligation under the Charter, because Security Council members enjoy wide discretion in their decision-making process in the Council. The compromise formula adopted by the Council on 12 July 2002 leaves some doubts as to whether the resolution binds the ICC. The current framing of the resolution would suggest that it does not. The US had originally proposed a Chapter VII decision of the Council, stating that persons of or from contributing states . . . shall enjoy in the territory of all Member States other than the contributing State immunity from arrest, detention, and prosecution with respect to all acts arising out of the operation and that this immunity shall continue after termination of their participation in the operation for all such acts.
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This approach did not meet the approval of the state parties to the Statute, which preferred a solution in accordance with Article 16 of the Statute. The Council finally refrained from issuing a binding 'decision' under Chapter VII, addressing instead a 'request' to the Court. 68 This 'request' represents more than a mere 'recommendation' under Article 39 of the Charter. 69 Nevertheless, the very nature of a request is that it has no binding force on the ICC per se, even if it has been pronounced under the 70 But see Bergsmo and Pejic, supra note 15, at 381, para. 23 ('Obliging the Council to issue a Chapter VII resolution serves two other purposes as well. First, it ensures that the deferral of an investigation or prosecution is undertaken on the basis of a legally binding Security Council decision, thereby establishing a legal duty on the Court to comply with the request'). Accordingly, the main question is whether the ICC may dismiss a deferral request of the Security Council under the rules of its own Statute. Some doubts as to the existence of such a power arise from the wording of Article 16 ('[n]o investigation or prosecution may be commenced or proceeded with . . . after the Security Council . . . has requested the Court to that effect'), which does not appear to grant the Prosecutor any discretion in its decision over the suspension or continuation of proceedings before the Court after a Chapter VII request. But the Court is the final arbiter over the interpretation of the Statute. One may therefore infer that it is vested with the authority to refuse to implement a Council request that exceeds the limits of Article 16 of the Statute. 'almost unlimited mandate to use force', providing 'the U.S. with an at least-tenable argument whenever it decides for political reasons, that force is necessary to "prevent the commission of terrorist acts".' 76 The US may, in fact, claim that its counterterrorist operations are 'UN authorized'. However, such an interpretation would, most likely, conflict with the view of other states according to which the deferral applies only to operations explicitly authorized by the Council.
Finally, one may note that the current wording of the resolution will most likely have at least one unattended, but highly welcome, side-effect. The risk of divergent interpretations of SC Resolution 1422 (2002) may, in fact, present an incentive for the Council to refrain from issuing ambiguous Chapter VII mandates and authorizations in the future. SC Resolution 1422 (2002 is one of the most controversial resolutions of the Security Council. The Council stretched its Chapter VII powers to its utmost limits when treating the issue of the immunity of peacekeepers as a matter of international peace and security under Article 39 of the Charter. Moreover, the resolution may mark a deplorable setback for the development of international law if it is used as an instrument to permanently bar the exercise of jurisdiction of the ICC over peacekeepers of non-state parties. Such a step would not only severely limit the independent prosecutorial powers of the Court, which was one of the major achievements of the Rome Conference, but also call into question the principle of equality before the law. However, it is still uncertain whether international legal practice will finally develop in this direction. The compromise adopted on 12 July 2002 leaves significant room for interpretation. The ICC may find that the request is not binding on it because it exceeds the limits of Article 16 of the Statute. State parties to the Statute may claim that their obligations under the Statute continue to apply. Finally, Council members may simply refuse to renew the request. Therefore, SC Resolution 1422 (2002 certainly sets a dangerous, but not an irreversible, precedent in international law.
Conclusion
